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If you love Noel Streatfeild’s Ballet Shoes,you’ll adore The Bell Family. 'Well, little
people, what's the news?’ Meet the big, happy Bell family who live in the vicarage at St
Marks. Father is a reverend, Mother is as kind as kind can be. Then there's all the
children – practical Paul, dancing Jane, mischievous Ginnie, and finally the baby of the
family, Angus, whose ambition is to own a private zoo (he has already begun with his
six boxes of caterpillars). And not forgetting Esau, a surefire competitor for the most
beautiful dog in Britain. Follow their eventful lives from tense auditions to birthday
treats; from troubled times to hilarious escapades. Includes exclusive material: In the
Backstory you can find out which one of the Bell children you most resemble! Vintage
Children’s Classics is a twenty-first century classics list aimed at 8-12 year olds and
the adults in their lives. Discover timeless favourites from Peter Pan and Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland to modern classics such as The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
and The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time.
In her first picture book since the bestselling and award-winning Firebird, Misty
Copeland tells the story of a young Misty discovering her love for dance through the
ballet of Coppelia. On her first day of class Misty is absolutely captivated by the
narrative of the story and entranced by the dance. Nervous, yet excited, Misty decides
to audition for one of the lead roles. As she prepares for the audition and, eventually,
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the performance, Misty learns to lean on her newfound friends for inspiration and rely
on her own can-do spirit to dance her very best. Featuring themes of teamwork,
friendship, dedication, and hard work, children everywhere will be inspired to reach for
their dreams in Misty's exciting new picture book series, Bunheads.
So your brother's a world-famous violinist? That's amazing! Or is it? The Forums are a
musical family, and one child, Sebastian, shines out as a prodigy. He is a brilliant
violinist and when his talent is recognised, he is wanted the world over. Myra, Wolfgang
(named after Mozart) and Ettie thought it was wonderful at first, but after four years of
touring the world with their brilliant brother they've changed their minds. Now, what they
long for, is a home of their own, not a hotel in Vienna or Venice or Moscow. But to their
mother and father, a life of travel is exciting - all any child could want. How can the
children make the grown-ups see sense? Myra makes a plan - 'Operation Home' - and
is determined to make it succeed.
A skating champion. An unlikely friendship. A fateful pair of white boots. Read the
classic that has captivated generations! It's a stroke of great luck when Harriet
Johnson’s doctor prescribes skating after an illness that has left her feeling frail and
listless. For on her very first day at the rink, Harriet meets orphaned Lalla Moore, who is
being brought up by her wealthy aunt Claudia to be a skating champion. Although they
have little in common, the girls form a fast friendship. Harriet is energized by talented,
funny Lalla, and Lalla in turn blossoms under the affection of openhearted Harriet. The
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girls skate together more and more. But just as Lalla’s interest in skating starts to fade,
Harriet’s natural talent begins to emerge. Suddenly Lalla and Harriet seem headed in
two very different directions. Can their friendship survive? This beloved children's
classic is the perfect gift for girls who dream of spending days at the ice rink and
becoming a figure skating champion. Adult readers may remember the "Shoes" books
from You've Got Mail!
Dancing ShoesRandom House Books for Young Readers
Three orphan girls. A pair of pink slippers. A lifetime in the spotlight. Read the classic
that has captivated generations! Pauline, Petrova, and Posy love their quiet life
together. They are orphans who have been raised as sisters, and when their new family
needs money, the girls want to help. They decide to join the Children's Academy of
Dancing and Stage Training to earn their keep. Each girl works hard following her
dream. Pauline is destined for the movies. Posy is a born dancer. And Petrova? She
finds she'd rather be a pilot than perform a pirouette. This beautiful children's classic is
perfect for girls who love to dream about ballet, friendship, and finding their own special
talents. Adult readers may remember them as the "Shoes" books from You've Got Mail!
Two professors who traverse the White and Latino cultures on a daily basis, use essays
written by Latinx authors to uncover past missteps and explore culturally responsive
ways of engaging Latino students in learning.
Time to head back to school with this bestselling groovy Pete the Cat book! Pete the
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Cat is rocking in his school shoes. Pete discovers the library, the lunch room, the
playground, and lots of other cool places at school. And no matter where he goes, Pete
never stops moving and grooving and singing his song...because it’s all good. The fun
never stops—download the free groovin’ song. Don't miss Pete's other adventures,
including Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy
Buttons, Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and His Magic Sunglasses, Pete
the Cat and the Bedtime Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete the Cat and the
Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes, Pete the Cat and the Perfect
Pizza Party, and Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!
Prima Ballerina Darcey Bussell takes you on a captivating journey to a faraway land of
ballet and magic, the wonderful world of Enchantia!
Tallulah just knew she could be a great ballerina, if only she had a tutu. So she starts
ballet class. When she does not receive a tutu, she quits. But everywhere she goes,
things keep reminding her of ballet. Her neighbor’s basset hound always stands in
second position. The kitchen clock performs perfect ronds de jambe. And Tallulah can’t
seem to stop doing ballet, either. A park bench makes a perfect barre, and what better
way to pet the dog than with a graceful plié? This well-told, funny story with a smart
new character will satisfy girls’ cravings for pretty and pink, but also shows that ballet is
about more than just the tutu.
For the first time ever in the United States, the "Shoes" books are available as ebooks!
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Go behind the scenes of a movie in this beloved classic! Life is tough for the Winter
family in London, with little money and Dad out of work. Luckily, Aunt Cora comes to
the rescue with an invitation to live in California. From that moment on, talented Rachel
and Tim dream of stardom in America. The family couldn't be more surprised when a
movie producer picks plain, peevish Jane for the lead role of Mary in The Secret
Garden. No one's ever noticed Jane before. Could this be the chance of a lifetime?
Noel Streatfeild's "Shoes" books are some of the most popular of the thirty-eight books
she wrote for children.
A poor girl, adopted by a rich old woman after the death of her mother, grows up to be
vain and spoilt. She buys a pair of red shoes and wears them everywhere, even when
she is asked not to. Because of her disobedience, the shoes become cursed and the
girl must dance continuously, unable to remove the red shoes.
Kayla never really thought of her double Ds as "problem breasts." It made them sound
like children who wouldn't behave. Kayla Callaway has prima ballerina grace and
something else that most ballerinas don't have: a full figure. Her heart is set on a future
in dance. Unfortunately, her proportions just got her cast as an ugly stepsister in Florida
Arts High School's production of Cinderella. Kayla's disappointment makes her a prime
suspect when the dance troupe receives a string of threatening messages.
Tired of being world citizens, traveling with their brother on his tours as a violin prodigy,
three children plot to find a home of their own and discover careers of their own in films
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and ballet.
Don't miss the first and bestselling book in the beloved Pete the Cat series! Pete the
Cat goes walking down the street wearing his brand-new white shoes. Along the way,
his shoes change from white to red to blue to brown to WET as he steps in piles of
strawberries, blueberries, and other big messes! But no matter what color his shoes
are, Pete keeps movin' and groovin' and singing his song...because it's all good. Pete
the Cat: I Love My White Shoes asks the reader questions about the colors of different
foods and objects—kids love to interact with the story. The fun never stops—download
the free groovin’ song. Don't miss Pete's other adventures, including Pete the Cat:
Rocking in My School Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons, Pete the Cat
Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and His Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the
Bedtime Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie,
Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes, Pete the Cat and the Perfect Pizza Party, and
Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!
Having lost their parents in an earthquake, Anna and her siblings live with their prim
uncle and feeble aunt. Anna lives only to dance – but her uncle forbids her to have
anything to do with ballet. How will she survive?
Red shoes glowing-- Perched on a pedestal in the shop window as if on a throne. "I want
those, Nana," Malika says, as they pass the shop. "We'll see," Nana says with a wink. "Looks
like you could use a new pair."
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Tashi recounts two of his adventures, the first involving a pair of magic shoes that allow him to
leap and fly, and the second about a fortune teller who says he must complete a certain task or
he will not live past his tenth birthday.
Reverend Bell and his family leave their beloved London parish for Crestel New Town, and the
Bell children--Paul, Jane, Ginnie and Angus--set out to transform this unfriendly village into a
close, loving community.
Presents an overview of pointe technique and pointe shoes, with basics of pointe readiness,
current research on best design for pointe shoes, materials, suppliers, and information on
pointe-related injuries and remedies.
The author, a professional ballerina, introduces the art of ballet, from the basic positions,
poses, jumps, and exercises to folk and character dancing, makeup, choreography, and
performing on stage. Reprint.
A beautiful gift edition of the beloved classic about three orphan siblings and their love of
music, theater, and dance. When orphans Sorrel, Mark, and Holly are sent to live with their
grandmother, a famous English actress, she enrolls them in the Children's Academy of
Dancing and Stage Training, the same Academy that made the orphans from Ballet Shoes
famous so long ago. It's the chance of a lifetime, but the Academy won't give the children the
"proper" education their parents would have wanted. However, the children learn to love the
Academy when they find out that Sorrel has dramatic flair, Mark can sing, and Holly charms
everyone with her adorable impish ways. Maybe talent does run in the family. This classic
children's book is perfect for kids who dream of being on stage--dancing, singing, or acting.
Don't miss the other classic Noel Streatfeild books, Ballet Shoes, Skating Shoes, and Dancing
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Shoes!
Meet four very different girls who all have one thing in common – they love to dance! Eleanor
Irvin is ten years old, and dancing is her everything. Tap, ballet, lyrical, and ballroom – she’s
tried it all. But her favourite style, by far, is jazz. When Miss Caroline, the owner of Silver
Shoes Dance Studio, announces she will be selecting dancers to perform in the upcoming
Jazz Groove Dance Competition, Ellie is over the moon! There’s only one problem, she’s not
so good at auditions. Actually, there might be a few problems – Ellie’s dance enemy, Jasmine,
seems determined to ruin her chances and the new girl, Ashley, is really talented. Will Ellie be
able to overcome her nerves and hold on to the spotlight?
"If you pass your inter-silver, I'll tell Aunt Claudia that I don't want to work with you any
more."Harriet is told that she must take up ice-skating in order to improve her health. She isn't
much good at it, until she meets Lalla Moore, a young skating star. Now Harriet is getting
better and better on the ice, and Lalla doesn't like it. Does Harriet want to save their friendship
more than she wants to skate?

Meet Lindy Lou! Lindy Lou is a sweet, curious little girl who loves to do things in
her own special, funny way! See what happens when Lindy Lou has her first big
dance recital!
Now a National Bestseller "Religion, politics, and love collide in this slim but
powerful novel reminiscent of Donna Tartt's The Secret History, with menace and
mystery lurking in every corner." --People Magazine "The most buzzed-about
debut of the summer, as it should be...unusual and enticing ... The Incendiaries
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arrives at precisely the right moment." --The Washington Post "Radiant...A dark,
absorbing story of how first love can be as intoxicating and dangerous as
religious fundamentalism." --New York Times Book Review A powerful, darkly
glittering novel of violence, love, faith, and loss, as a young woman at an elite
American university is drawn into a cult's acts of terrorism. Phoebe Lin and Will
Kendall meet in their first month at prestigious Edwards University. Phoebe is a
glamorous girl who doesn't tell anyone she blames herself for her mother's recent
death. Will is a misfit scholarship boy who transfers to Edwards from Bible
college, waiting tables to get by. What he knows for sure is that he loves Phoebe.
Grieving and guilt-ridden, Phoebe is drawn into a secretive cult founded by a
charismatic former student with an enigmatic past. When the group commits a
violent act in the name of faith, Will finds himself struggling to confront a new
version of the fanaticism he's worked so hard to escape. Haunting and intense,
The Incendiaries is a fractured love story that explores what can befall those who
lose what they love most.
Near the end of the Second World War, Selina receives a parcel from America
that contains a beautiful party dress and shoes. But her excitement turns to
sorrow when she realizes she'll never have a chance to wear the beautiful dress,
until she and her cousins decide to organize a pageant.
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Aya is eleven years old and has just arrived in Britain with her mum and baby
brother, seeking asylum from war in Syria. When Aya stumbles across a local
ballet class, the formidable dance teacher spots her exceptional talent and
believes that Aya has the potential to earn a prestigious ballet scholarship. But at
the same time, Aya and her family must fight to be allowed to remain in the
country, to make a home for themselves, and to find Aya's father - separated
from the rest of the family during the journey from Syria. With beautiful,
captivating writing, wonderfully authentic ballet detail, and an important message
championing the rights of refugees, this is classic storytelling - filled with warmth,
hope and humanity.
A picture book about the making of Martha Graham's Appalachian Spring, her
most famous dance performance Martha Graham : trailblazing choreographer
Aaron Copland : distinguished American composer Isamu Noguchi : artist,
sculptor, craftsman Award-winning authors Jan Greenberg and Sandra Jordan
tell the story behind the scenes of the collaboration that created APPALACHIAN
SPRING, from its inception through the score's composition to Martha's intense
rehearsal process. The authors' collaborator is two-time Sibert Honor winner
Brian Floca, whose vivid watercolors bring both the process and the performance
to life.
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Ballet Shoes is the much loved classic by Noel Streatfeild that continues to
delight readers today. Pauline, Petrova and Posy Fossil are sisters - with a
difference. All three were adopted as babies by Great Uncle Matthew, an
eccentric and rich explorer who then disappeared, leaving them in the care of his
niece Sylvia. The girls grow up in comfort until their money begins to run out and
nobody can find Great Uncle Matthew.Things look bleak until they hit on an
inspired idea: Pauline, Petrova and Posy will take to the stage. But it's not long
before the Fossils learn that being a star isn't as easy as they first thought... Noel
Streatfeild once said that Ballet Shoes was 'really a fairy story with its feet halfway on the ground' - a magical description for a magical book. In the same series
Theatre Shoes Tennis Shoes Circus Shoes Party Shoes
Hope in a Ballet Shoe tells the story of Michaela DePrince. Growing up in wartorn Sierra Leone, she witnessed atrocities that no child ever should. Her father
was killed by rebels and her mother died of famine. Sent to an orphanage,
Michaela was mistreated and saw the brutal murder of her favourite teacher.
Then Michaela and her best friend are adopted by an American couple, and
Michaela begins to take dance lessons. But life in the States isn't without
difficulties. Unfortunately, tragedy can find its way to Michaela in America, too,
and her past can feel like it's haunting her. The world of ballet is a racist one, and
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Michaela has to fight for a place amongst the ballet elite, hearing the words
'America's not ready for a black girl ballerina.' And yet . . . Today, Michaela
DePrince is an international ballet star, dancing for The Dutch National Ballet at
the age of nineteen. This is a heart-breaking, inspiring autobiography by a
teenager who shows us that, beyond everything, there is always hope for a better
future.
A beautiful gift edition of the beloved classic about two orphan sisters and their
newfound love of theater and dance. After losing their mother, Rachel and her
adopted sister Hilary move in with their aunt, Cora Wintle. Cora runs a dancing
school in London, and she thinks that Hilary would be perfect for her dancing
troupe, Wintle's Little Wonders! The only problem is that Hilary might be as good
as Cora's own precious daughter, Dulcie. Still, Cora is determined to make sulky
Rachel and sprightly Hilary members of her dance troupe. But Rachel doesn't
want to be a Little Wonder! She can't dance and feels silly in her the ruffly
costume. Nothing seems to be going as planned, until Rachel discovers her
talent for acting. . . . This classic children's book is perfect for kids who dream of
being on stage, whether it be dancing or acting. And don't miss the other classic
Noel Streatfeild titles, Ballet Shoes, Skating Shoes, and Theater Shoes!
When he takes shelter in a theater, a young mouse meets a prima ballerina and learns that he
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was born to dance. After barely escaping a hungry cat, the mouse is startled to find a grand old
theater, brightly lit and filled with music. Enchanted by the sound, he finds himself inspired to
dance. He sets to work finding a spot where the humans of the theater won't trouble him,
determined to make this place his new home. But when he discovers a cozy, wool-lined satin
bed--a ballerina's toe shoe--the tiny creature also finds a new friend. Céleste, the ballerina,
names him Tendu and offers him a safe place to settle--and a new dance partner to practice
with! With softly colored illustrations, Jennifer Bell's mouse-eye view of the theater is
luxuriously detailed, from the ornate chandeliers to the carefully-organized clutter of the
costume department to the rose wallpaper of the dancer's dressing room. The cozy warmth of
Tendu's new home is as irresistable as the tiny bow-bedecked dancer himself. Filled with all
the drama of a ballet, this story is perfect for aspiring dancers.
Get ready to dance with this photographic board book that looks and feels like real ballet
slippers! Perfect for all aspiring dancers, Ballet Slippers teaches little ones the basic terms of
ballet. Shaped like a pair of ballet slippers, the book also features a textured, padded cover
that feels like satin shoes! With photographic interiors and simple text, this novelty book
focuses on the joy of dancing and twirling around. Now step out and dance! It’s time to take
center stage!
Grandma has oodles and oodles of shoes. Walking shoes, dancing shoes, fancy and plain,
Grandma has a shoe for every occasion. So why are these scratched and dusty old ones so
special? A picture book for young children about a grandmother's journey as a little girl from
Vietnam to Australia, this is a refugee story told through engaging illustrations and a gentle,
rhythmic story. A short fact section at the back of the book introduces children to the history of
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Australian immigration. This sensitively told story encourages children to understand the plight
felt by refugees, in the past and today, and to appreciate the contribution that refugees have
made in shaping this nation.
With bright, bold illustrations, this stylish picture book features lots of shoes, ten white mice,
and one adorable dog. One shoe, two shoes. Red shoes, blue shoes. Two shoes make a pair.
Who's that hiding there? Shoes, shoes, and more shoes . . . this book is bursting shoes of all
different colors, sizes, and shapes. There's a pair here to suit everyone--even a family of mice!
Jolly, rhythmic text carries you playfully along in this delightfully stylish book that introduces
colors and numbers in a gentle and fun way.
Reissued in 'A Puffin Book' series of best-loved children's classics, this is a sharp and funny
story that follows in the footsteps of Ballet Shoes, Theatre Shoes, Circus Shoes and Party
Shoes by Noel Streatfeild. In TENNIS SHOES the Heath children area found to have tennis in
their blood. Their grandfather and father before them had been top players, and the twins are
champion material. Then Nicky - cheeky, rebellious Nicky - starts to practise in secret, but
talented at tennis as she is, the ambitious Nicky first has battles to win with herself - on and off
the tennis court.
"Shoes is loosely organized into categories such as working shoes, dancing shoes, shoes for
ice or snow, and anytime-at-all shoes. It's an interesting way to take an armchair tour, and
could be used to spark a geography, social studies, or multicultural unit." --School Library
Journal.
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